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Early lessons in manners provide the politeness and sensitivity that are the starting 
points for healthy relationships and are absolutely crucial in professional success 

later. Knowing how to treat other people is the 
foundation for self-respect and the window into 
what our world can be when respect, dignity, and 
fairness are the norm instead of the exception.  
This course is designed to support the efforts of par-
ents to instill a lifelong and lasting appreciation of 
civility and an understanding of caring for oneself 
and others through the art of social etiquette.–     
Susan Fleming  

The gift of manners... 

Home Economist Susan Fleming is a food 
columnist and features writer for the Gaston 
Gazette and is a former national etiquette col-
umnist for the Kidsville News. She has held 
manners camps every summer for the last 15 
years and has taught hundreds of children 
manners. She has volunteered for many years 
in the areas of Historic Preservation, the pre-
vention of sexual abuse of children, and vari-
ous arts and cultural groups. She is a former 
or current member of many Boards including 
the Gaston County Museum of Art and Histo-
ry, Family Service, Inc., Children’s Advocacy 
Center Community Advisory Board, Gaston 
Dance, and the Gaston County Women’s 
Commission. She has received several 
awards, scholarships, and honors for her 
work as a volunteer and as a professional. Su-
san received her education at the University 
of North Carolina at Greensboro where she 
majored in English and Family Science. Su-
san is a former Mrs. Gastonia; she has 3 chil-
dren and spends her time traveling between 
Florida, North Carolina, and Tennessee.  

About Susan Fleming  
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What are manners and who needs 

them? 
Manners are the happy way of doing things– Ralph Waldo Emerson 
 
You know how to add and subtract.  You know how to read and can probably recite all the months of the year.  But did you also 
know that the way you act and the things you say and do can either help or hurt you? That’s right! And though we are not born with 
manners, learning them can really make you stand out.  And though you may do well in your schoolwork, there are many times that 
all of your talents and accomplishments can go unnoticed if you don’t know how to behave and treat other people by doing things 
like: 
 

• always saying please and thank you 

• waiting your turn 

• not interrupting other people when they are talking 

• learning to be kind to others  

• having respect for yourself 
 

Etiquette can also mean that you know which fork to use when you sit down to a meal, and what to do with your napkin when you 
are finished eating; but the more important part of learning about manners is that you learn how to not hurts others’ feelings, and are 
able to always be considerate of other people.  This might mean that you : 
 

• learn how to be a gracious winner or maybe an accepting loser 

• know how to react when someone treats you unfairly 

• help others in need 

• always tell the truth 
 

Manners are not about embarrassing anyone; quite the opposite, actually: manners were made to make other people feel comfortable, 
like when you  
 

• hold the door open for someone or when you  

• keep your mouth closed while you are eating.   
Further, manners are not at all about being ‘fake’ or acting ‘snooty’, but rather it is all about  

• listening  

• speaking when spoken to  

• learning to accept differences in people 

• developing your own set of beliefs and learning how to stick to them 
 

 Manners can also be learning about when it is OK to say “no” without adding a “thank you” on. You do not have to say “no, 
thank you” to protect the privacy of your body nor to drugs, alcohol, or anything that makes you feel uncomfortable. 
 
 

Having manners means that we treat other people with kindness and respect. 

Having manners makes you feel good about yourself. 

Having manners means that you never embarrass other people. 
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When you meet 

someone new, 

give them a 

handshake–  

not a  

WET  

NOODLE! 

• Handshakes should 

be firm, not like a 

“wet noodle”.  

However, they 

should not be 

“bone crunchers” 

either. 

• Males and females 

shake hands the 

same way and gen-

erally it doesn’t 

matter who extends 

his/her arm first.  

At very formal 

events, rules do ap-

ply such as women 

and dignitaries 

should extend first. 

• The whole hand 

should be used- not 

just the fingers.  

Weak shakes and 

finger-only shakes 

indicate that you 

don’t really want to 

touch the other per-

son. 

• Handshakes should 

last briefly and you 

should not pump 

someone’s arm up 

and down as if you 

were changing a 

tire. 

• It doesn’t matter 

which person re-

leases the hand-

shake first; you 

should wait, howev-

er, until the other 

person has said a 

greeting. 

• Extending the right 

arm, vertically, with 

the thumb pointing 

upward and fingers 

together makes a 

proper handshake.  

The web between 

your thumb and 

index finger should 

meet the web of the 

other person’s 

hand. 

• You should stand 

when you meet 

someone for the 

first time and when 

you greet someone 

if that person is 

standing already.  

Males and females 

both should stand 

unless she is seated 

at a table.  The ex-

ception to this is: If 

the newcomer is 

older or more dis-

tinguished, she 

should always 

stand. Males should 

always stand. 

• Eye contact and 

smiling are abso-

lutely essential part-

ners to a proper 

handshake. 

• You should say 

your name to the 

new person, and 

then say his or her 

name back to them.  

This will help you 

remember it and it 

will give you the 

chance to make 

sure you heard it 

correctly and have 

pronounced it cor-

rectly. 
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Who started manners? 
Manners as we know them today came from a 
very, very long time ago when battles and wars 
were commonplace.  
 
A form of manners developed from the necessity 
of showing others that we do not want to fight.  
We used certain peaceful gestures and signs such 
as salutations, doing homage, etc., to show other 
tribes or factions that we wish to live peaceably 
with them. Even the word ‘manners’ comes from 
the Latin word ‘manus’ which means ‘hand’- 
“manners” came to refer to the way we ‘handle’ 
things in social interactions. 
 
In old English, however, the definition of manners was basically the same thing as our modern 
definition of morals.  Either way, the meaning of manners seems to come back to mean “decent 
behavior” in one form or the other.   
 
Much later in western civilization, the word manners began to be used 
interchangeably with the word etiquette; and though they are basically 
the same, the slight difference is that etiquette refers to a ‘set’ of man-
ners.  It is a French word that means “ticket” and it is pronounced etta-
kut.  Back during Louis XIV’s reign (1661-1715), French lords and 
nobles were given “etiquettes” (tickets) to tell them where to stand, 
where not to go (onto the grass!), and what to do, etc. when they came 
to Versailles Palace representing their states.   
 
Manners are actually very useful and if you study the origins (the be-
ginnings) of most of them, you will find that they actually make a lot 
of sense!  That’s right: they are based on intelligent and sensible rea-
sonings.  For example: One thing is certain, however: manners should 
never be used to exclude others.  "If you ever find yourself in a situa-
tion in which following a formal [etiquette] rule would be manifestly 
unkind, forget it, and be kind instead.” said Eleanor Roosevelt, in her 
book "Eleanor Roosevelt's Book of Common Sense Etiquette”.  
 
Fundamentally, etiquette is and always has been about respect for others, whether it is for our 
parents, friends, teachers, or even strangers; it is a way of looking at the world. But we are not 
born with manners!  We have to learn them. 
 
Using manners is at the most basic level a reflection of the way we feel about ourselves.  Man-
ners start in your head, but if you keep them in your heart, as well, you will never embarrass 
yourself nor will you ever hurt or embarrass someone else.  
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Review: 
 

1. Are we born with manners?___________________________ 
2. Name two things that learning manners can do for 

us_______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

3. True or False: Manners comes from the Latin word for ‘feet’ and it 
eventually came to mean that we should “walk away” from rudeness.  

4. Is etiquette pronounced etta-kut or etta– quit? 
5. Who needs manners?

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

6. Where did the term etiquette originate?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

7. What were a form of manners used for back in the times when wars 
were common among tribes?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________ 

8. What if a friend comes to your house to eat dinner and they use the 
wrong fork and chew with their mouth open?  You should:  

 A. politely tell them that they are using the wrong fork 
 B. Say “Chewing with your mouth open is disgusting”. 
 C. Don’t say anything about it to them. 
9. True or False? Ralph Waldo Emerson said that “manners are the silly 

way of doing things”.  
10.True or False? Manners are basically about respect for ourselves and 

for others. 
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Etiquette means “ticket”.   In the court of Louis the four-
teenth, visitors were given tickets to tell them what to do 
while they were visiting the King. 

Color the tickets.  What does 
“ticket” mean in French? 
Write the French word on 
the ticket. 

The word ‘manners’ comes from the Latin 
word ‘manus’ which means ‘hand’- 

“manners” came to refer to the way we 
‘handle’ things in social interactions. 

Manners=Manus=Hand 
 

Manners help you 
“hand”le things and 

people in your life in a 
graceful way! 
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The Golden Rule 
 

Civility 

Personal Esteem 
 

Meeting and Greeting 
 

Social Graces 
 
 

Table Manners 

Personal Safety 
 

Integrity  

We know about manners because the idea of "The Golden Rule" 

can be found in almost every religion as a basis for living.  This is a 

fundamental moral principle which simply means "treat others as 

you would like to be treated." It is arguably the most essential 

basis for the modern concept of human rights and it is the 

foundation of manners. There are 7 other parts to learning 

manners. 
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Listening is one of the most  civilized 

things we can do for each other and 

it is the very first thing we need to 

do to have manners 

Civility 
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Civility which is awareness of others combined with thoughtful 

actions toward others. 

 

What kinds of things 

give us civility? 

• Saying please and thank 

you 

• Showing respect to 

your mother and 

father 

• Waiting our turn 

• Holding the door for 

others 

• Being a good listener 

• Speaking when spoken 

to 

• Speaking clearly and 

making eye contact 

• Not bragging  

• Treating other people 

the way that we want 

to be treated (The 

Golden Rule)  

• Playing by the rules 

• Respecting authority 

• Being fair  

• Compliance 

• Cooperation with 

others 

• Modesty 
 

 

 

 

 Civility 

Monday 
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Respect and Civility 
The word ‘civility’ comes from the Latin 
word for city, civitas (civilization comes 
from this word, too).  It comes from the 
assumption that city life has a civilizing 
effect, that the city is where we become 
enlightened and refined and it is the 
place where we become educated and 
learn about social interactions.   
 
Civility is a kind of goodness. 
 
Civility is about restraint. 
 
Civility is about respect. 
 

What is respect? 
 

Respect is when you assume (you take 
something to be true) that the other per-
son is good, and that they are competent 
(that they are smart and capable).  Re-
spect makes interacting with others more 
pleasant and it makes it more reliable. It 
enables people to work together in a 
complimentary fashion, instead of each 
person having to understand or even 
agree with each other every time. Re-
spect is very important to communities 
because it helps people get along with 
other people.  

In each of these situations, going to the hair stylist, listening to your 
minister, or hiring a handyman, you must use respect if things are to 
go smoothly.  In every situation, if you respect each of these people,  
you trust that a) they know what they are doing and b) that they are 
good people. 
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The Civilized Way! 

Circle the letter for the correct answer to each question: 
 
1. If Mrs. Howe, your principal, asks you to remove your hat, you should:  
 A. Say “This isn’t a hat– it’s a headband. 
 B. Ignore her and keep walking 
 C. Say, “He has on a hat, too– why are you picking on ME? Why doesn’t 
HE have to take his hat off, too?” 
 D. Say, “OK– sorry I forgot the rules”. 
2. Your teacher, Mrs. Fleming, asks you to quit talking in her class.  Your best 

response is:  
 A. I’m not the ONLY one talking.  Why don’t you look around and yell at 
someone else who is talking?” 
 B. “Sorry, I will stop.” 
 C. “I wasn’t talking!” 
 D. Get out of my face.  I wasn’t doing anything wrong.  I  hate this class!” 
3. Your aunt Helen, who is usually very critical, says to you , “Why don’t you 

help your mother with the dishes?  In my day, children were a lot more help-
ful” You should reply:  

 A. “in YOUR day, there were probably dinosaurs roaming the earth.” 
 B. “I didn’t know they had dishes when you were young.” 
 C. “Why don’t YOU help mom with the dishes?” 
 D. You’re right– I should help my mom right away.  She is definitely work-
ing too hard.” 
4. Your soccer coach yells at you in practice and says, “You’re not trying hard 

enough! Quit loafing around and get some SPEED in your game.”  Your re-
ply should be: 

 A. I’m trying as hard as I can. 
 B. You think you could go faster? 
 C. OK, Coach!  Sorry!  I’ll try harder. 
 D. What did you say (pretend not to hear him). 
6. You are walking your dog, and a grumpy neighbor, Mr. Oldwood, sticks his 

head out of the window and yells, “Get that mutt off my grass!” Your correct 
response is:  

 A. “Mind your own business, creep.” 
 B. “I can walk wherever I want to walk, you old geezer.” 
 C. “You’re not my father!” 
 D. “Sorry!  I didn’t know my dog bothered you.  We won’t come by your 
yard again.” 
 
5. Your mom asks you to clean your room because company is coming.  Your 
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D. “I didn’t mess it up– my little brother did!  Ask HIM to 
clean it up!” 
6. You are walking your dog, and a grumpy neighbor, Mr. 

Oldwood, sticks his head out of the window and yells, 
“Get that mutt off my grass!” Your correct response is:  

 A. “Mind your own business, creep.” 
 B. “I can walk wherever I want to walk, you old gee-
zer.” 
 C. “You’re not my father!” 
 D. “Sorry!  I didn’t know my dog bothered you.  We won’t come by your yard                       
again.” 
7. You are in the lunch room and a teacher asks you to throw some trash away at 

your lunch table.  You reply: 
 A. “Why don’t you ask THEM to throw it away?  Why me?” 
 B. “It isn't MY trash”, and laugh loudly. 
 C. “Okay.  Is there anything else I can help you with?” 
 D. “You throw it away, it is not mine.” 
8. The class begins and you are purposefully not sitting in the right seat.  The teacher 

tells you to move.  Your response or action is:  
 A. “You told me to sit here yesterday.” 
 B. You move quietly and quickly and start your class work. 
 C. Ignore the teacher and just keep sitting in the wrong seat. 
 D. “They’re not in THEIR seat!  Why are you picking on me?” 
9.  Mrs. Parker asks you to remove your gum. You say: 
 A. “I’m not chewing gum.” 
 B. “I’m not the ONLY one chewing gum.  Why don’t THEY have to stop, too?” 
 C. “I’ll throw it away” (and then you pop another piece into your mouth). 
 D. “Sorry” (and place it into a piece of paper and toss it into the trash. 
10.Mrs. Rickle asks you to stop running and walk in the hallway.  The correct re-

sponse would be: 
 A. “Sorry– I won’t do it again.” 
 B. “Why don’t YOU quit running?” 
 C. “I wasn’t running!” 
 D. “Everyone else is running!  Why am I the only one who has to stop?” 
11.A substitute teacher is teaching your class today.  When she calls roll, she mispro-

nounces your name and a few people giggle.  You should: 
 A. Not correct the teacher, but give the gigglers dirty looks. 
 B. Raise your hand and tell the teacher the correct way to say your name, then       
ignore the gigglers 
 C. Tell the teacher she made a mistake on your name, then stick your tongue         
out at the gigglers. 
 D. Do not say or do anything.     
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There are 3 civilized 
things you can say 
that will  
always help you 
throughout your life: 
 

Please 
Thank you 
I’m sorry 

 
Wow!  These are the most appreci-
ated phrases in the English lan-
guage– lean them and you will 
know a lot. 
 
If one of your friends’ parents of-
fers you a glass of milk and a slice 
of pizza, to be polite, you should 
respond: 
 
“yes, thank you” 
Or 
“no, thank you” 
 
You should not ever say things like: 
“nah” 
“no” 
“yeah” 
“sure” 
“you bet” 
 
If someone asks you “How are 
you?” the polite response is:  
 

“I am fine, thank you.  How 
are you?” 

“Fine, thanks, and you?” 
Or 

“I am well, thanks” 
 
You should not say: 
 
“I’m good” 
“fine” or “OK” 

 
 
 
 
 

Here are some civi-
lized things you can 
do to show your moth-
er and father how 
much you love them. 
 
 

1. Help with the dishes 
2. Do what you are told 

when you are told 
3. Keep your room neat 
4. Hold the door for 

your mom or young-
er brothers and sis-
ters 

5. Don’t interrupt when 
you are spoken to 

6. Wait your turn  
7. Speak when you are 

spoken to 
8. Make eye-contact 

when you are talking 
to someone 

9. Always say “please” 
and “thank you” 

10.Say “I’m sorry” 
when you are wrong 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

What are some  
civilized things you 
can do to be a good 
brother or sister? 
 
 

1. _________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 

2. _________________
_________________
_________________
_________________
_________________ 

3. _______________
_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________ 

4. _______________
_______________
_______________
_______________ 
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My New Friend 
Let’s pretend you are a reporter and you are meeting someone 
new for the first time.  Pretend you know the person’s name 
but now you need to find out more about them.  See if you can 
use your listening skills to become a new friend to this person.  
Find out about them and then be prepared to tell the class all 
about your new friend. Remember, you already know his or 
her name, so try to find out some interesting things about 
them! 

Question #1 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Your friend’s answer: 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Question #2 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Your friend’s answer: 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
 
Question #3 
 

_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Your friend’s answer: 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Question #4 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
 
Your friend’s answer: 
 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
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My Friend: 
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Having Manners is like having 

your very own personal armor 

Personal Esteem 
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Personal Esteem  simply describes the way we feel 

about ourselves. It is also kind of like your very own 

armor against the challenges of the world.  

What kinds of things 

give us positive 

personal esteem? 

• Showing an interest in 

others 

• Taking pride in your 

family and your 

community 

• Practicing good personal 

hygiene 

• Using correct English 

• Practicing positive body 

language / good posture 

• Making the best grades 

you can 

• Having the ability to 

finish projects that you 

start 

• Taking pride in your 

personal appearance 

• Learning to appreciate   

that we are all different 

and all unique 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Esteem 

Monday 
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My Manners Shield 
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Dealing with Difficult People 
Sometimes, it is hard to get along with certain people. Use your Manners Shield 
and see if you can come up with some really smart ways to address each of these 
kinds of people: 

The Bully: 
This guy is very bossy and intimidating.  Sometimes 
he even acts like he will hurt others if he doesn’t get 
his way.  How can you use good manners to handle 
this guy? 

 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 
 
The Braggart: 
This girl brags about everything!  She thinks she is 
smarter, richer, funnier, better looking, etc. than you 
and everyone else.  How can you keep this girl on 
track by using good manners? 

 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________ 
 
 
The Tattle Tell or Teacher’s Pet: 

This person tries to get on the good side of the teacher 
and tells on people in the class for every little thing.  
Of course, you cannot be mean to this person, because 
that would be RUDE.  How can you help this person 
to learn to make friends? 

 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________
_____________________________ 
 
The Attention Seeker: 
This guy tries to draw attention to himself by whining 
and making up things that may not be true.  How can 
you remain calm around this trouble maker and help 
him to fit in? 

 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________ 
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________ 
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Taking pride in yourself, your family, your school, and 

your community are all wonderful ways to show that you 

have good manners. Here are some ways to show your 

pride: 

Self 

 

• Take a bath 

each day 

• Wear clean, 

unwrinkled 

clothes 

• Brush your 

hair and teeth 

each day 

• Keep your per-

sonal spaces 

such as your 

room and your 

desk neat and 

organized 

• Stand up 

straight 

(practice good 

posture) 

• Exercise 

• Keep your 

hands and fin-

gernails clean 

• Eat nutritious 

foods 

 

 

 

Family 

 

• Help your 

mother and fa-

ther keep the 

house neat and 

clean 

• Help with the 

dishes 

• Do your 

chores on time 

without arguing 

• Always speak 

respectfully to 

your parents 

and siblings 

both at home 

and in public 

• Always speak 

kindly about 

your family 

members to 

others 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School 

 

• Always put 

trash into the 

trashcan 

• Hold the door 

open for others 

• Wait your turn  

• Volunteer to 

help with fund-

raisers 

• Volunteer to 

help with clean

-up campaigns 

• Follow the 

rules 

• Never write on 

any desks or 

walls 

• Speak to teach-

ers with respect 

• Do the best 

you can on 

your school-

work and with 

your grades 

• Participate in 

school events 

Community 

 

• Offer to volun-

teer at local 

museums, li-

braries, or at 

charities 

• Never throw 

garbage out on-

to the street or 

into others’ 

yards 

• Keep your 

house and yard 

neat 

• Participate in 

community fes-

tivals and 

events 

• Take time to 

learn the 

names of your 

local govern-

ment officials 

• Do not break 

the law 
 
 
 
 
 

Monday 
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Offering a good handshake is a 

terrific way to greet new   

acquaintances and old friends 

Meeting and  
Greeting 
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Meeting and Greeting  is simply knowing the right way 

to say “hello” to both people you haven't met before 

as well as friends and family members you see all the 

time. 

What are the things that 

make others feel 

comfortable and welcome 

when we meet them? 

• Learning how to shake hands 

properly 

• Knowing how to make polite 

conversation 

• Having respect for others’ 

privacy 

• Knowing when to stand up 

when others approach 

• Knowing how to 

make proper 

introductions 

• Learning to remember 

others’ names 

 

• Learning the appropriate way 

to introduce oneself 

• Understanding the 

importance of smiling 

• Practicing making  eye-contact  

• Understanding the 

importance of speaking when 

spoken to 

• Learning to make polite 

conversation 

 

 

Meeting and  
Greeting 
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Try to remember the 6 Ss  

of shaking hands: 

Stand 

Say his or 

her name 

Say your 

name 

Shake the 

person’s 

hand 

See the  

person’s 

eyes 

Smile 
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How do you feel when you are in a group of new people and you 

don’t know anyone? 

There are two ways that you can handle this: 

1. Introduce yourself 

2. Wait for someone to introduce you 

What can you do to help new people feel comfortable in a new 

group of which you are a part? 

There are two ways that you can handle this: 

1. Introduce yourself to the new person 

2. Introduce the new person to everyone else 

Introductions 

At any  time, in most all circum-
stances, an introduction should 
include each person’s first and 
last name and your relationship 
to one of them, and it is some-
times friendly and helpful to give 
a little information as to how 
someone knows someone else, 
such as saying, “Hello, Mr. Boss, 
this is Jamal Bell.  We go to the 
same church”.   However, you 
would not say, “Mr. Boss, this is my friend, Jamal Bell.”  This im-
plies that Mr. Boss is NOT your friend, and is therefore rude. But 
on the whole, no extra information of a personal nature is needed. 
 
 

Introducing others: 
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First-Name Basis 
 

It is incorrect for children to call 

adults by their first names and it 

is also disrespectful.  Although 

most people have a desire for 

comfort and casualness, it takes 

the same amount of energy to say 

“Mr. Whatever” as it does to say 

“Bruce”, yet the difference in common respect is 

immense.   

 

Until someone has given you permission to use his 

or her first name, you should always go with the last 

name, a very dignified gesture that has nothing at all 

to do with implying that someone is old because 

they are being addressed by their last name.  Adults 

should accept this respect for his or her  personal 

space and realize that it also has nothing to do with 

perceived social superiority/inferiority.  It is simply 

a matter of kindness and respect for personal dis-

tance.  
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To become comfortable with introductions, you must become familiar with which person is 
“honored”. Just as a guideline, honored people are: Older people, women, distinguished peo-
ple, or dignitaries. Additionally, we usually give the honored position to those outside of our 
family. Here is the really tricky part: sometimes you have to quickly discern who should get 
the most respect based on the circumstance of the introduction. 
 
Here are some tips: 
 
• Introduce a younger person to an older person (honored).   
• Introduce a male to a female (honored). 
• Introduce the less-distinguished person to the more-distinguished person or dignitary, 

i.e. elected official, church leader, etc. (honored). 
• Sometimes it is easier to remember if you always say the name of the honored person 

first, and use “ (honored person), I would like you to meet….”.  Otherwise, you will 
say, “ (less honored person), I would like to introduce you to (more honored person).” 

 
If you are introducing your mom or dad to your friend’s mom or dad, your friend’s parent is 
the honored person so you would say: “ Mr. Smith, I’d like to introduce my mom, Susan Flem-
ing. Mom, this is Ritchie’s dad, Mr. Smith (or John Smith).” Or you could say: “Mr. Smith, 
this is my mom, Susan Fleming.” 
 
If you are introducing your mom or dad to your teacher, your teacher is the honored person so 
you would say: “ Mrs. Jones, I’d like you to meet my mom, Susan Fleming.” 
 
If you are introducing your brother to your friend, your friend is the honored person so you 
would say: “ Suzy, this is my brother, Johnny Bestbrother. Johnny, this is my friend, Suzy 
Nicegirl” 
 
If you are introducing your grandmother and your friend, your grandmother is the honored per-
son, so you would say: “Grandma, this is my friend, Tom Smith.  Tom, this is my Grandma, 
Mrs. Jones”. 
 
 
If you are introducing your friend and your minister, your minister is the honored person so 
you would say: “Jane Brown, I would like to introduce you to my minister, Reverend An-
drews.” Or you would say: “Reverend Andrews, I would like you to meet my friend, Jane 
Brown.” 

I’d like you to meet my friend... 
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Whose name do you say first in these 

examples? 
 

The man or the woman? 

 

Answer: The woman– when a man and a woman are introduced, 

the woman is the honored one unless the man is the President or 

the Mayor or another head of state such as a Congressman or Sena-

tor.  In that case, you would say the man’s name first. 

 

“Mrs. Nicemom, I would like you to meet Mr. Gooddad, my friend 

David’s father.” 

 

Another exception to this would be if the woman was your mother 

and you wanted her to meet your friend’s father.  In this case, the 

man is the honored one, since usually family members are less hon-

ored in introductions. 

 

“Mr. Gooddad, I would like you to meet my mom, Susan Fleming.” 

 

 

Teacher  or boy? 

 

Answer: The teacher– a younger person is always 

introduced TO an older person. 

 

“Mrs. Bestteacher, please meet Jonathon, my 

neighbor” 

Grandmother or friend? 

 

Answer: Grandmother– a younger person is always 

introduced TO an older person. 

 

“Grandma, may I introduce Mary, my friend from 

school.  Mary, this is my grandmother, Mrs. Fi-

negran.” 

 
 

Teacher or parents? 

 

Answer: Teacher– in this case, the teacher is the hon-

ored person. 

 

“Mrs. Greatgrade, meet my parents, Suzie and Ron 

Citizen.” 

 
 

Honored unless the man 
is a dignitary or unless 
the woman is your 
mother and she is meet-
ing one of your teachers 
or your friend’s parent. 

Honored  

Honored  

Honored  
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“Good to see you, eh… um…” I can’t 

remember your name!  Help! 
 

Most people have trouble remembering names, even adults.  I so often hear “I am no good with 

names”.  I think this is a poor excuse when remembering is a skill that can be learned with prac-

tice.  None of us is ever totally exempt from the occasional “social amnesia”, but I am amazed at 

the number of times older, and quite “socially active” folks will remark that while they have no 

problem remembering faces, they can’t seem to get the “name game” down.  

 

If it becomes obvious that you have a problem with this skill to others, you may unwittingly pre-

sent yourself as nervous or self-conscious.  Worse still, you may even come across as preoccu-

pied, disinterested, or outright incompetent.   

 

While it may be impossible to develop an infallible and photographic memory, it is very likely 

that you can greatly improve your name-remembering skills with a few easy tips: 

 

• Make sure you are actually listening! Pay attention. 

• If you don’t understand the name when it is told to you, simply ask them to repeat it. By the 

same token, if someone mispronounces your name, politely correct him or her.  You might 

say, “It’s Susan, not Suzanne”, and then smile. 

• Repeat the person’s name during the conversation.  For example, you might say, “Hello, Mr. 

Smith”, or “I am glad to meet you, David”, or “Where do you teach, Mr. Smith?” 

• Try to look for some kind of feature that might stand out about the person, and make a 

rhyme.  For example: Fred with red (hair), Mrs. Stahl is tall, Mr. Feezer (not freezer). Re-

member, the person won’t know what you are thinking! 

• Franklin Roosevelt used to imagine the person’s name written in ink across their forehead.  I 

have never tried this, but he used to swear by it, and he always remembered names! 

• Use word association.  This is when you associate the person’s name with the first word that 

comes to your mind after you first hear it.  For example: You might associate it with a famous 

song, company, person, or place. 

 Lucy (in the sky with diamonds) 

 Peyota (Toyota) 

 Susan Fleming (not Peggy) 

 Mrs. Arnold (the Terminator) 

 Eleanor Richards (not Roosevelt) 

 Burgess (House of) 
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Review: 
Circle the honored person’s name: 

 

Introducing your mother or father and your friend's parent. 

 

Introducing your sibling and your friend. 

 

Introducing your parent and your teacher. 

 

Introducing your mother and your principal. 

 

Introducing your grandmother and the Mayor. 

 

Introducing your friend and your pastor. 

What if you can’t remember someone’s name that you have either just met or met before?  Check the correct 

answer. 

 

______Make up a name and hope no one notices. 

 

______Skip the introduction. 

 

______Say, “I’m sorry, but I can’t remember your name.” 

 

Mark these true of false: 
 

______You do not have to look people in the eye when you are introduced– it is OK to look down at your feet 

if you like. 

 

______When you are introducing one person to a group, you should say, “Everyone, I would like you to meet 

Davey Myfriend”. 

 

_______If you have to introduce yourself to someone, you can just look the person in the eye and say, “Hi, I’m 

___________”.  The person should then introduce himself or herself to you. 

 

_______When introducing an adult and a child, one should ALWAYS say the child’s name first. 

 

_______When introducing two people, and one is an ordinary person and the other is a government official, 

one should say the name of the ordinary person first.  “John Smith, I would like you to meet Senator Dole.” 

 

_______A woman’s name should be said before a man’s name when introducing a man and a woman. 

 

_______A younger person should be introduced to an older person. 

 

_______No matter to whom you are introducing your parents, their names should come first. 
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Now what do we say? 

The art of polite conversation 

Sometimes it is difficult to know what to say or do after we have been introduced, said hello, and 

said the new person’s name.  It is nice when the person making the introduction tells you a little 

something about the other person such as their relationship or where they met.  For example: 

“This is  Mary, my friend from school”, or “This is my pastor from Good Christian Church”. 

 

However, we don’t always get this information up front, and we have to come up with something 

to say to the other person! 

• What your plans are for the    
summer 

• What book you have just read 

• The weather 

• How well the person looks 

• Sports 

• School 

Safe things to talk about: 

• Money 
• Family arguments 
• Sickness (in detail)  

• Religion 
• Disgusting or negative things 
• Politics 

Stay away from these subjects as a general rule: 

Try to think of some things to say to these people: 

 
1. A coach. Example: “That was an awesome catch in the 3rd inning.” 

2. A teacher you have just met. “How long have you been teaching 2nd grade?” 

3. A new neighbor. “Where did you live before you moved here?” 

4. Your brother or sister’s friend. “Where do you go to school?” 

5. A new student in your class. “Where did you go to school before?” 

6. A new boy or girl at your church. “This is a neat church.  I think you will like it 

here.” 

7. Your principal. “You must have a tough job!” 

8. A friend of your mom’s or dad’s. “It is nice to see you again, Mrs. Momsfriend. 

You look nice today.” 
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Review: 

Appropriate topics of conversation 

1. _______  

2. _______ 

3. _______ 

4. _______ 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My parents just bought a new boat and it cost 60 thousand dollars. 

 

That was a great game that the Panthers played, wasn’t it? 

 

My big sister failed her exams this year.  She might have to repeat 7th 

grade. 

 

Summer is my favorite time of year but I wish it wouldn’t rain so much! 

 

My grandmother is in the hospital and she has tubes coming out of her 

arms. 

 

My family and I are going to Disney World in August. 

 

My dog pooped on the carpet. 

 

Do you like Star Wars?  I just read a book about Anakin Skywalker. 

 

My cousin burps at the table then laughs. 

 

My dad says that the cat box stinks and he wants to get rid of our cat. 

 

We went on a picnic to the mountains last weekend then we swam in the 

creek.  The water was COLD! 

 

My mom’s car payment is 3 hundred and fifty dollars per month. 

 

Rate these topics of conversation thumbs up or down. 
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Writing thank you notes are one 

of the nicest ways to show you 

have social grace 

Social Graces 
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Social Graces are little niceties that we do for each 

other in order to make ourselves and others 

comfortable in social situations. 

What kinds of actions 

provide us with social 

grace? 

• Knowing how to give 

truthful compliments 

• Knowing how to 

graciously receive 

compliments 

• Learning how to be a 

good guest 

• Being a good friend 

• Knowing how to 

properly respond to 

invitations 

• Knowing how to 

properly issue invitations 

• Being a good host 

• Learning how to plan an 

appropriate menu 

• Learning to write sincere 

thank you notes 

• Practicing proper 

telephone manners 

• Dealing with difficult 

people 

• Knowing how to receive 

and give gifts graciously 

• Being on time 

• Showing good 

sportsmanship 

Social Graces 
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An invitation to a celebration is one of the nicest things you can receive!  It means that your friend wants you to 

be with him or her on their special day.  You are invited! 

 

Look at the invitation– does it have the letters R.S.V.P. on it?  Does it have “regrets only” then a phone num-

ber on it?  Does it have any number at all on it?  

 

 Invitations can also be issued over the internet or over the phone.  Sometimes the same rules apply. 

 

R.S.V.P is a French abbreviation for the words répondez s'il vous plait.  In English, this means: please reply.  

 

This means that you need to let the person who sent you the invitation know if he or she will be attending your 

function OR NOT.  That’s right– you let them know EITHER way if you are attending.  

 

If you think that you may or may not be able to attend, it is ok to let the person who issued the invitation know 

that you are not sure.  Just be sure to tell them that you will let them know later– BEFORE THE CUT-OFF 

DATE OF THE REPLY. 

 

Invitation Information: 
 

• R.S.V.P.= Let the person who sent the invitation know if you will be attending or not.   

•  

• Please respond= Let the person who sent the invitation know if you will be attending or not. 

 

• Regrets only= Call the person who sent the invitation only if you will NOT be attending.  If you do NOT 

respond, then the person who sent it assumes that you WILL be attending. 

 

Verbal Invitations: 
 

Sleepovers, trips to the Museum, or maybe piz-

za and a movie are all times when a simple, ver-

bal invitation would be used.  Asking if a friend 

has plans for the day in question is very rude– 

you should always simply issue the invitation 

without prying into your friend’s schedule. 
 

Right way to issue a verbal invitation: 
 

I’m having a sleepover this Saturday night.  We will 

pop popcorn and watch movies and maybe swim on 

Sunday.  It will start at 4:00 on Saturday and end at 

1:00 on Sunday.  My mom will make dinner, breakfast, 

and lunch for us.  Can you come? 

 

Correct response:  (After it is discussed with your par-

ents) I would love to come to your sleepover!  Thanks 

for inviting me. 

 

OR 

 

I can’t come to your sleepover– my family already has 

plans, but thanks so much for inviting me– I am sorry I 

am going to miss it. 

 

Wrong way to issue a verbal invitation: 
 

Are you doing anything this Saturday night?  I am hav-

ing a sleepover– can you come? 

 

Remember– it is none of your business what plans 

someone has or does not have! 
 
 

Invitations 
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Look at this invitation: 
Are you supposed to: 
A) Call or email if you 
cannot come 
B) Call or email  if you 
can come 
C) Call or email  if you 
can or cannot come 
D) Not call or email 
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You should respond to 

each and every invitation 

that you receive if so re-

quested.  

 

If an invitation is sent from 

your friend, addressed to 

you, then you should be 

the one to respond, after 

your mom or dad has re-

viewed the family’s sched-

ule and you and they de-

cide together whether or 

not you can  

attend. 

 

We have all overlooked 

responses, especially when 

we have too much going 

on in our lives, and there’s 

no getting around the fact 

that occasionally we will 

make the mistake of being a “no show”.  That doesn’t 

change the fact that it is very disheartening when some-

one you may have invited either does not respond at 

all, or waits until the last possible second. Ouch.  There 

really isn’t a good excuse for failing to respond to an 

invitation– always do your best to treat each invitation 

that you receive with respect and respond in a timely 

fashion.  

 

Failing to respond to an invitation is very poor form 

and if you are planning a large event where you will 

have to pay for food and party favors for guests, it is ok 

to call the folks who have not responded to ask them if 

they plan to attend your party, if we are talking about 

close friends whom you see or speak to on a regular 

basis. They should understand that you have to plan 

and will probably not think anything of it. 

 

Do not, however, call people if you don’t know them 

that well.  It will seem presumptuous. 

 
Invitation Rules: 

 

• Simple invitations issued not too far in advance 

don’t have to be written, but they should still con-

tain the relative information, and be issued in the 

same polite way that a written one would.  For ex-

ample, you might say, “We are having a swim party 

this Saturday afternoon.  My mom is ordering pizza 

for lunch.  Can you 

come?” Response: “Yes, 
that sounds great! What 
time should I be there?” 
or “I’m sorry, we already 
have plans Saturday, but 
thanks for inviting me.” 
• Do not ever ask if 

someone is busy on the 

day you are inviting him 

or her!  For example, 

you would not say, “Are 

you doing anything Sat-

urday?” It really isn’t any 

of your business what 

someone’s plans are. 

• Engraved or hand-

written white or cream-

colored invitations 

should be sent for formal 

events four to six weeks 

ahead of the date. 

• Colorful or computer-generated invitations are 

good for less formal events, and can be sent about 2 

weeks before the event. 

• You should respond to any kind of invitation within 

one week of receiving it. 

• If you are sending regrets, you do not have to give 

an explanation as to why you can’t come.  You only 

need to say that you have other plans, etc. and you 

should thank the person for inviting you. 

• After you accept an invitation, you must attend.  

You can’t drop an acceptance if something “better” 

comes along in the meantime. Sometimes excep-

tions can be made if an unexpected relative from 

out of town pops in or you are going to meet the 

Queen. These kinds of exceptions are very rare- 

plan to attend if you have accepted the invite. 

• An RSVP must be made in writing if there is no 

phone number or email address.  Send the re-

sponse to the address on the return label.  If there 

is a response card, just fill it in and reply by the date 

indicated- it should have an addressed return enve-

lope included. 

• If the RSVP has a telephone number or email ad-

dress, you may respond that way- hopefully you can 

speak to the person as sometimes messages are not 

received by the sender.  Email is more reliable. 

• Unless the invitation says you may bring a date or 

siblings, then don’t! 
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Good-Guest Challenge 
 

Mark these True or False 

 

1. _____Your friend’s mom does not like for people to put 

their feet on her sofa, but since it is OK to put your feet on 

the furniture at your house, it is OK to put your feet on the 

sofa at your friend’s house. 

2. _____You feel very hungry while you are visiting a friend, 

and since no one has offered you anything to eat, it is OK 

to get something from their refrigerator. 

3. _____You are allowed to bounce balls in your house, but your friend’s parents don’t allow 

him to bounce balls in their house.  You decide that you should not bounce any balls in your 

friend’s house. 

4. _____While you are using the bathroom, you decide to have a look inside your friend’s med-

icine cabinet. 

5. _____You are nice to your friend’s little brother or sister even though he or she cries a lot 

and won’t leave you alone. 

6. _____Your friend’s phone is ringing and no one is answering it.  You decide to pick it up and 

see who it is. 

7. _____When it is time to go home, you say “thank you” to your friend’s mom and dad and to 

your friend for having you over. 

8. _____Your friend’s mother serves food that you hate and you say “yuck” when she places it 

on your plate. 

9. _____When you are at a swim party at your friend’s house, you get tired of waiting to use the 

diving board, so you break in front of the other kids. 

10. _____You are not sure if your friend likes what you gave her for her birthday so you go up to 

her and say “How come you don’t like my gift?” 

11. _____Your friend has planned to play Pin the Tail on the Donkey at his birthday party and 

you hate that game.  You keep your feelings about the game to yourself and play it anyway. 

12. _____When you see your friend’s mom or dad, you say “hello” and shake their hand. 

13. _____You decide to give your friend’s mom and dad a small potted plant as a thank you gift 

after they took you on vacation with their family.   

14. _____Your friend invites you to go to the amusement park with him and his family. Since 

you use the money that your mom and dad gave you to pay for your ticket and all of your 

food you don’t think it is necessary to thank them for taking you along.   
15. _____You finish drinking your soft drink and eating your chips.  You leave your bag and can 

on the table. 

16. _____You tell your friend’s mom that your house is much bigger than theirs and the furni-

ture is much nicer. 
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Being a Good Host 

“Hosting” something means that everyone invited is your guest– you are the host. 

When you have a birthday party, you are the host.  If you have friends over to 

spend the night, you are hosting a sleepover.  Even if you just have a friend come 

over after school to play, even though it is a very casual visit, you are still “hosting” 

and you must always use your best manners when you are the host. 

 

Answer ”thumbs up” or “thumbs down” for the following situations that often come 

up when you are the host:   

 

 

1. You greet all of your guests at the door when they arrive. 

 

 

2. You invite your friend over for a sleepover and you get a phone call from anoth-

er friend.  You leave the first friend alone while you talk to you other friend on the 

phone. 

 

 

3. You are hungry, so you decide to get something to eat.  You do not offer any to 

your friend. 

 

4. A friend is visiting you after school when another friend comes over to play.  

You tell the friend who just got there that you have company and you will catch up 

with him later. 

 

5. Your friend is visiting you for the afternoon and you would like for her to spend 

the night.  When your mom comes in, you ask her (in front of your friend) if she 

can stay. 

 

6. Your friend wants to watch a movie but you want to play with your toys.  You 

decide to do what your guest wants rather than what you want. 

 

 

7. When your friend’s parent comes to pick her up, you walk her to the door and 

say  “thanks for coming over” . 

 

 

8. When your friend visits you, you do not introduce them to any of your other 

family members. 
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Sometimes it is hard 

for us not to blurt out 

the whole of our want 

list when someone 

asks the question, 

“What would you like 

for Christmas?” The 

reason that someone is 

asking that is to make 

his or her job of gift 

giving a little easier.  It 

is not an invitation to 

list and request the 

complete inventory of 

the toy or game store. 

 

A proper and thought-

ful response to that 

question would be in 

general terms. For ex-

ample, you might say 

“I like music or clothes 

for my Barbie dolls, 

but anything is fine- 

thank you for asking”  

There is no fun in ex-

changing presents 

when you have an un-

derlying feeling of re-

sentment.  Giving 

should be all about 

happiness. 

 

What do you say when 

you open a birthday 

gift at your party and 

you already have that 

gift?  

 

All of us have gotten a 

gift that we really don’t 

like or need before 

and all you have to say 

is a simple “thank 

you”, or something 

like, “You are so 

sweet”, or, “Wow!” 

 

It is important that you 

not lie to the person, 

though, and you can 

tell the truth about the 

fact that you are very 

glad that they took the 

time to come to your 

party and that you ap-

preciate the gift.  Ap-

preciate just means 

that you value the fact 

that they think enough 

of you to buy you a 

gift. When you have 

someone who likes or 

loves you enough to do 

this- that is reason 

enough to be happy: 

giving gifts is all about 

happiness. 

 

You should always try 

to be sincere, which 

means that you are not 

pretending. If you con-

centrate on good 

things instead of nega-

tive things like the fact 

that you don’t need 

another doodle bear 

(or whatever the gift 

may be) being sincere 

is easy!   

 

The most important 

thing is to be kind to 

your friends or your 

family and be sure to 

not hurt their feelings.  

If they think you don’t 

like what they gave 

you, that will make 

them very sad.  Think 

about how you would 

feel if you spent time 

picking out what you 

think is a really great 

gift for your friend, 

and when she opened 

it, she just threw it 

aside.  Ouch! That 

would really 

hurt your feel-

ings, right? 

 

You may want 

to practice 

what you are 

going to say if 

you open a gift 

that you al-

ready have 

with your 

mom or dad 

before the par-

ty. Also, it 

might be a 

good idea to 

talk about all 

the gifts with 

your mom or 

dad later after every-

one has left, when you 

are in private, and de-

cide at that time what 

you might want to 

keep, take back, or do-

nate to another girl 

who might not be as 

lucky to have a won-

derful birthday party 

like you had. People 

care about you and 

they go to a lot of trou-

ble to choose a gift for 

you; they deserve re-

spect for that even if 

you don’t like or need 

what they bought for 

you.  

 

 

Gifts 
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Good Manners for Receiving Gifts: 
 

• Open all your gifts during the party, in front of everyone. 

• When your guests arrive, greet them, and after the gift is offered (no grabbing the 

package out of the guest’s hands!) place it on a table to the side until “gift-opening 

time”. 

• Be sure you look at the card before you open the gift.  Sometimes an enclosure 

card might be on the inside, but in any case, do not rip open the package, and 

toss the card to the side. 

• You should read the card out loud to let everyone know who gave you the gift, 

and then be sure to hand it to your mom or to the person who writes down which 

gifts were from whom. This makes for easier thank you note writing later. 

• Open each gift slowly to show your appreciation of the time spent choosing and 

wrapping the gift, and say “thank you” or something like that each time you open 

a gift. 

• Although written thank you notes are not absolutely required when you say 

“thank you” at the party to the giver, it is always a welcome and really sweet thing 

to do. 

 

What is someone gives a better gift than I give? 

 

Someone might give a better gift than you give, but that is something we all have to 

learn to be able to handle.  A true point of character is how one chooses to deal with 

such circumstances.  It is my opinion that true, natural confidence comes from: a 

sense of accomplishment, and a feeling that we have made the right choice based on 

our moral "compass".  This is a great opportunity to explain to your child (whether 

he or she is the giver or receiver) that we are not always guaranteed about other's re-

actions to our gestures, but that as long as we know that we did what we were either 

able to do, or the best that we could do, that is the most important thing.  

 

What if I hate a gift that someone gives me? 

 

You are obligated to let the person know that you appreciate their effort.  By saying 

something like “Thanks!” you are not lying and you are being a gracious host by let-

ting the person know that you are glad they came to your party.  Reacting in such a 

way that lets them know you do not like the gift they gave you is very poor form and 

is extremely rude. 
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Writing Thank You 

Notes: 
 

Everyone likes to get personal 

mail, like thank you notes and invi-

tations.  What kinds of letters or 

invitations have you gotten in the 

mail? 

 

You should write a note for many different occasions 

such as: 

 

• To express thanks to someone for giving you any kind 

of gift– Christmas, birthday, or other. 

 

• To say thanks for inviting you to a party or a dinner or 

other (commonly called the bread and butter note). 

 

• To say thanks for any special treatment or favor you 

received. 

 

• To tell someone they did a good job. 
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Practice writing a thank you note. 
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In the words of Andy Rooney, sending greeting cards at Christ-

mas is “one of our culture’s most civilized customs” and you 

should send them as soon as you are able fill out an address 

on an envelope. Your friends will be delighted to receive a spe-

cial card, just for him or her. 

 

You must personally sign each card, and you cannot use mail-

ing labels, although return address labels are ok. 

 

Since the holiday season officially begins the day after Thanks-

giving, Christmas and holiday cards can be mailed as soon af-

ter that as you like. 

 

Christmas Greeting Card Etiquette: 

 

• Hand-write the recipient’s name inside the card, even if it is pre-printed with a 

greeting, then sign it. 

• If you like, include a very simple personal message. 

• Send card in time for the recipient to receive it before Christmas! 

• Remember to include your return address on the envelope. 

• If you send a card to someone, and it is not reciprocated for 2 years in a row, 

then it is ok to take that person off the list; you should send a card to everyone 

who sends one to you. 

• Don’t send E-Christmas cards.  Just don’t even bother if you can’t make the time 

to do the real thing. 

  

Addressing Envelopes Properly: 

  

• An envelope can be addressed with the title "Master" for a boy age 12 or younger. 

If there is more than one boy, use Masters, for example: Masters Joe and John 

Doe. For older boys, Mr. can be used. The plural form is Messrs. 

• Address an envelope to a girl with the title “Miss” for young ladies 18 and young-

er.  It changes to Ms. after the age of 18, and to Mrs. after she is married. 

• For Christmas greeting cards, it is ok to use the informal and include the first and 

last name of the recipient without a title. 

Christmas Cards 
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Addressing Thank You Notes, Cards, and Letters: 

 

 

Front 

Mybest Goodfriend 

1255 Niceperson Lane 

Besttown, N.C. 28054 

5555 Mannerly Way 

Gastonia, N.C. 28052 

Back 

 
Postage 
Stamp 
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A Note About 

Personal  

Stationery:  

Note Cards 
 

• A well-mannered per-

son, male or female, 

must have a set of note 

cards and matching 

envelopes to be used 

(most commonly) for 

writing thank-you 

notes. 

 

• While it is true that 

you should buy the 

best quality that you 

can afford, and paper 

with a high-cotton-

content is the most de-

sired, the only thing 

that you absolutely 

must remember is that 

you should thank peo-

ple in writing for gifts, 

favors, dinner parties, 

etc. given.  What kind 

of paper and design 

the notes are matter 

not nearly as much as 

the actual effort and 

content of the written 

thank you. It is nice if 

you can splurge on en-

graved or even ther-

mography– printed 

papers, but even when 

that is not an option, 

the recipient of your 

thoughtful note will 

greatly appreciate an 

off-the-shelf note that 

you took the time to 

send! 

 

• The office supply store 

has blank note cards 

available and it is sim-

ple enough to print 

your own on your 

home computer with 

little technical expertise 

and little expense. 

Again, the goal is to 

make the effort to let 

someone who has 

done something nice 

for you know. 

• Some people prefer to 

write letters instead of 

cards– these writing 

sheets should be  7 1/4 

- 7 1/2 wide X 10 1/2 

inches long and have 

appropriately-sized 

envelopes to match.  

These are used for let-

ter writing, as well as 

thank you letter writ-

ing, or may be used in 

business. Most any col-

or is acceptable nowa-

days, but white, ecru, 

light blue, and perhaps 

pale pink are most tra-

ditional and are always 

appropriate. 

 
Christmas Cards 
 

Sending Christmas cards is 

a wonderful and civilized 

custom! Most all children 

are delighted to send and 

to receive special cards at 

the holidays. How do you 

like to get Christmas cards 

just for you? 

 

Christmas Card Rules: 

 

• You must personally 

sign each of your 

cards; if you choose to 

send cards with your 

name pre-printed on 

them, you still need to 

sign your name to 

them. 

• You also need to per-

sonally write each per-

son’s name on the en-

velope- computer-

generated mailing la-

bels are not OK 

(except for businesses) 

although return ad-

dress labels are fine. 

 

• “Happy Holidays” is 

an acceptable greeting 

if you have a good 

friend or relative who 

does not celebrate 

Christmas, although 

you should be aware 

that Christmas is a 

Christian holiday. 

 

• Since the holiday sea-

son officially begins the 

day after Thanksgiving, 

Christmas and holiday 

cards can be mailed as 

soon after that as you 

like. 

 

• If you like, you may 

include a very simple 

personal message. 

 

• You should send 

Christmas cards in 

time for the recipient 

to receive it before 

Christmas! 

 

• Remember to include 

your return address on 

the envelope. 

• If you send a card to 

someone, and it is not 

reciprocated for 2 

years in a row, then it 

is ok to take that per-

son off the list; you 

should send a card to 

everyone who sends 

one to you. 

 

• Don’t send E-

Christmas cards.  Just 

don’t even bother if 

you can’t make the 

time to do the real 

thing. 

 

Gift enclosure cards 
 
• A well-mannered per-

son who is a fastidious 

gift-giver will think to 

include a small card 

with his or her name 

printed on it. 

 

• This card resembles a 

reply card, but it has 

the giver’s name print-

ed on it with room for 

the giver to hand-write 

a personal message to 

the recipient.  Enclo-

sure cards are usually 

paired with small, 

matching envelopes, 

but for children’s 

cards, they may be pre-

sented without an en-

velope and simply be 

attached to the outer 

package of the gift. 

 

• If a gift is being given 

to someone on his or 

her birthday, there is 

very little chance that 

he or she will mistake 

that the gift is for them, 

right?  You only need 

to indicate that the gift 

is from you– to whom 

it is for will be under-

stood. 
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Cell phone manners 

• Turn off the phone while at school. 
• Leave the room to answer an incom-

ing call, if you are in a public place, 
or better yet, call back later- that’s 
what caller ID and voice mail is for. 

• Don’t ever take a call from someone, 
while leaving the person or group 
you were with in the first place hang-
ing in silence.  Tell the caller you will 
call them back later. 

• If you are expecting an important 
call, excuse yourself and answer it in 
private. 

• No matter what the call is about, if 
you must take it in a public place SPEAK SOFTLY- do not ever shout 
or speak loudly. 

• Turn you phone completely off or switch it to silent mode in church, 
movie theatres, libraries, or at any meal. 

• Pull over to talk on the phone in the car! 
• Don’t call your mom in the next room to ask a question! 
• If you MUST make an important call, please ask the folks with you if 

they mind! 
• Do not text messages in class. 
• Do not take digital pictures at school. 
• Learn quick reflexes!  If you forget to turn the phone off, and it rings, 

learn right where the “end” button is, and hit it- even if you are in a 
dark theatre. Then TURN IT OFF. 

• If you get a bad connection- tell the caller you will talk later- don’t try 
to yell and wander around to find a better spot. 
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Proper Telephone Manners  

Placing a call: 

• Dial the number with care- if you get the wrong number, DO NOT just 

hang up the phone.  Instead, say, “I am sorry, I have dialed the wrong 

number”. 

• Do not call anyone during dinner hours or after 9pm. 

• Don’t leave the TV or radio blaring in the background when you make 

your call. 

• When someone answers, identify yourself right away.  Remember, it really isn’t any of your 

business if the person is home or not.  Do not say, “Is ________ there?” You should say, 

“Hi, this is ____________.  May I speak to ____? 

• Do not call anyone unless you have a reason.  Calling to see “what’s up” is ok as long as you 

don’t expect the other person to make all the conversation.  Do not call someone and just sit 

there waiting to be entertained. 

• Don’t eat while you are talking on the telephone. 

• Don’t continually interrupt to answer your call waiting.  If you think it might be an important 

call coming in on the other line, ASK the person to whom you are talking if it’s ok if you 

check the other call.  Then ask that caller if you could call them back when you are done with 

the first call. 

• If you call someone who hints that they do not want to talk, or if they say outright, “I have to 

go”, then say goodbye.  Do not keep anyone on the line in those circumstances. 

• Receiving a call: 

• Say “Hello” when you answer the phone, clearly – do not mumble. 

• If the caller does not identify himself (which he should) say, “May I tell __________ who is 

calling”? 

• If a caller whom you do not know calls and asks if your mom or dad are home, and you are 

alone, DO NOT EVER TELL THEM YOU ARE ALONE. Ask them whom they are try-

ing to reach and then say, Mrs._________or Mr. _________ is not available, then ask if you 

may take a message.  Unless it is a family member or a very good friend, it is not anyone’s 

business who’s home or not at your house! 

• If someone asks to speak to you, and you don’t recognize the voice, and they didn’t identify 

themselves (which they should), do not say, “speaking”.  Instead, you should say, “this is she/

he” or “I’m David”. 

• If someone asks to speak to someone else in the house, do not yell out, “Dad, it’s for you”, 

and then throw the phone down.  Instead, if you know who it is, say, “hold, please, and I will 

see if he is able to come to the phone”, or, “Can you hang on?  I’ll check to see if he can an-

swer”. 

• Do not ever tell a caller that someone can’t come to the phone because he/she is sleeping, or 

in the bathroom, etc.  It really isn’t any of the caller’s business why someone can’t come to 

phone- just simply say, “ he can’t come to the phone right now”, or “he’s isn’t available at the 

moment”.  Then ask if he may call the person back, and remember to get the name and 

phone number!  Place the message in a spot that your parent will know to look for it. 
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A lack of good sportsmanship is the result of a 
lack of respect. Congratulating a winning oppo-
nent can be very hard, and approaching the losing 
players after a win can be a tempting opportunity 
to gloat.  It is important to learn how to behave 
with dignity whether you win or lose; if you gen-
uine, natural talent, it will surface on its own and  
being highly successful in sports is possible with 
the right coach, amount of practice, and enough 
really hard work.   
 
Parents’ Tips for Teaching Good  
Sportsmanship: 
 
Set an example by: 
 
• Not shouting criticism, or “pointers” from the 

sidelines. 
• Making sure your comments before, during, 

and after the game are positive to both your 
child and to the other players. 

• Not bad-mouthing the coaches, players, other parents, or referees to your child 
or to others. 

• Trying to focus on specifics about the game and not the overall win or lose.  For 
example: say, “Great catch in the 2nd inning” or, “That was the fastest hoop you 
have ever made!” 

• Being courteous and complimentary to ALL players who make good plays. 
• Congratulating other children on their accomplishments, win or lose. 
• Never pushing your child to play any sport they are not interested in.  It doesn’t 

matter if you were the star of the football team or a Beauty Pageant Queen, your 
child and you are NOT the same person. Let them decide about their interests 
(as age appropriate). 

• Remembering to have fun! 
 
 

Good Sportsmanship 
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Tips for Good Sportsmanship 
 
• Always treat your opponent with honor and dignity. 
• Notice if a teammate makes a good play- tell him or her “good job”! 
• Do not ever blame others for a loss.  Try to learn from the mistakes made by 

ALL. 
• Do not gloat if you win. 
• Don’t accuse the opponent of cheating if you loose. 
• Know the rules of your game inside and out and play by the rules. 
• Come to practice on time and treat all your teammates and coaches with respect. 
• Always be courteous to everyone involved: teammates, opponent, spectators, 

coaches, and referees. 
• Avoid loosing your temper- take time to “cool down” if necessary. 
• Uplift others with positive statements- avoid criticizing or making fun of the op-

ponent or other teammates. 
• Always be gracious when a referee makes a call- even if you think he or she is 

wrong.  There is a time and place and a WAY to voice your opinion. 
• Whether you win or lose, always, 

always, always be gracious and 
congratulate and shake hands 
with your opponents on a game 
well played. 

• Do not show off- players with 
skill will be noticed. 

• Listen to your coaches and follow 
their directions about playing. 

• Be willing to allow all the players 
have a chance to get into the 
game. 

• Never, ever cheat. 
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Knowing how to eat difficult 

foods will help you be more  

relaxed the next time you eat a 

“funny” food 

Table Manners 
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Table Manners  are the things we do (and don’t do) at the 

table to help ourselves and everyone else enjoy the food 

and each other’s company. 

What kinds of things do we 

do to show polite table 

manners? 

• Knowing how to set the table 

properly 

• Learning how to order 

correctly in a restaurant 

• Understanding how to use 

the different utensils on the 

table 

• Learning how to serve your 

guests 

• Knowing what to do with 

your napkin 

• Learning how to eat “funny 

foods” 

• Not slurping your drink 

• Learning how to eat soup 

neatly 

• Not making disgusting noises 

while you are eating 

• Learning when to start eating 

• Learning how to eat from a 

buffet properly 

• Knowing how to eat bread 

correctly 

• Learning how to deal with 

accidents and awkward things 

• Learning the proper way to 

seat or to be seated 
 

 

 

. 

 

 

 

Table Manners 
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Table Manners 

 

Setting the table 

 

• Start with a clean table, then add either placemats 

or a tablecloth– you do not ever use both at the 

same time. Add a centerpiece or candles if you like.  

Candles should only be lit, however, in the evening. 

• The first item to place on the table is the dinner 

plate or what is called the service plate; It goes in 

the center of the space in front of each diner (called 

the cover). 

• Next, you should place your napkin– it belongs ei-

ther in the center of the plate, or to the left of the 

plate.  

• Next comes the forks, knives, and spoons– these 

are called ’flatware’ or if they are made of silver, we 

call them ’silverware’. The knife (or knives) goes on 

the right, and the fork (or forks) go on the left. The 

spoon goes on the far right. 

• If you are using bread and butter plates, place them 

on the cover next along with your butter knives. 

• The glasses are last, place above the knife on the 

right of the plate. 
 
  

1. The flatware, plate, and napkin should be one inch 

from the edge of the table. 

2. The plate is always in the center of the place setting. 

3. The dinner fork is placed at the left of the plate. 

4. In America, if a salad fork is used, it is placed to the 

left of the dinner fork. Many European countries 

eat salad after the main course, in which case, the 

salad fork is placed to the right of the dinner fork. 

5. The napkin is placed to the left of the fork, with the 

fold on the left. It can also go under a fork, or on 

top of the plate. It should not ever go into a glass! 

6. The knife is placed to the right of the plate with the 

sharp blade facing in towards the plate. 

7. The teaspoon or place spoon is placed to the right 

of the knife. 

8. If a soup spoon is needed, it is placed to the right of 

the teaspoon. 

9. The soup bowl may be placed on the dinner plate. 

10. The drinking glass is placed at the tip of the knife. 

11. If a salad plate is used, place it just above the tip of 

the fork or to the left of the forks. 

12. The cup or mug is placed to the top right of the 

spoons. 

13. Wine glasses are placed in the order in which the 

wines will be served. 

14. The bread plate is placed above the fork and the 

butter knife is placed vertically across the top of the 

bread plate. 

15. The easiest way to remember which fork to use is 

to work your way from the outside of the setting in 

toward the plate.  Utensils will be placed in the or-

der in which the food courses are served. 

16. Every place setting is a variation of: plate, fork, 

knife, napkin, and glass.  Place settings can be elab-

orate or very simple. 

Casual Family Dinner Setting 

Informal Dinner or Lunch Setting 

Formal Dinner Setting– please note: an extremely  

formal dinner setting does NOT include a bread and  

butter plate. 
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Basics of Table Manners  
 

• Wash your hands before you sit down 

• Place your napkin on your lap 

• Wait for everyone to be seated, and say grace. 

• Ask for the food to be passed (no reaching, always 

say “please”) 

• Never criticize the food! 

• Start eating when the head of the table starts 

• Butter one bite of bread at a time; place your knife 

across the top of your plate (not just the edge, with 

part of it on the table) 

• Cut one or two bites of meat at a time 

• Sit up straight 

• Chew with your mouth closed, no talking with food 

in the mouth. 

• Elbows off the table- don’t hunch over your plate as 

if to “shovel it in”. 

• No rude noises such as burping, snorting, or slurp-

ing. 

• Thank the person who prepared the meal! 

• Place your fork and knife together in the 10:20 po-

sition across your plate when you are finished. 

• Ask to be excused when finished. 

• Offer to help clear the table. 

Steps to Seating Someone: 
 

1. Gentlemen: stand behind the chair and open it to 

the lady.  

2. Ladies: walk to the table and wait for the gentle-

man.  

3. Gentlemen: Push the chair until it gently brushes 

the back of the lady’s legs.  

4. Ladies: move to sit– you may help the gentleman by 

gently pulling your chair under you to sit. 

5. Gentlemen: As the lady sits, gently push the chair in

– don't shove her chair in further  

6. Ladies: When you want  to get up, say something 

like, "If you'll excuse me for a moment..." and that is 

the Gentleman’s cue to stand and move behind the 

lady’s seat. As she stands, pull the chair out and 

away, opening it to the side. Do not pull the chair 

out till she is ready to stand. Every time she leaves 

the table and returns, you must seat her again. Gen-

tlemen should do this every time! 

7. Ladies: thank the gentleman for helping you with 

your seat– every time he helps you. 

Seasoning beforehand shows a lack 

of trust in the chef or host. 

Blowing on your food is not ok!  

You should not blow on it before it 

goes into your mouth, and you 

should not fan your food with your 

mouth open after you have taken a 

bite of something that is too hot.  

The best way to cool down if you 

happen to take a hot bite is to take a 

drink.  Do NOT spit out the food, 

though.  Just hang on and it will cool 

down and you can swallow. 

Peas and other loose uncontained 

food bits can be a nightmare to eat. 

Using the Continental method, you 

can use your knife to aid the peas 

onto the fork, with the tines up, or 

you can stab a few peas at a time 

with the tine down. Dining Ameri-

can way, you can use a piece of 

bread in the left hand to coax the 

peas onto your fork. 

Cheese can be served all day long, 

as a course with salad for lunch and 

bread for dessert. It is often seen on 

the dessert list to aid in finishing the 

last bit of wine that was paired with 

dinner. It should be served from the 

mildest to the strongest, reason be-

ing that strong cheeses are so over 

powering that the subtle tastes of the 

milder ones are overtaken. There 

are certain ways to cut cheese with 

consideration for others in mind. 

The idea is not to take all the good 

stuff from the center and leave oth-

ers big pieces of rind. The rind can 

usually be eaten, exception being 

waxy, extremely tough or moldy 

ones. It is really up to you if you 

would like to eat them or not. 

For square, rectangular or pyramid 

shape cheeses with a rind, cut 

cheese so that it makes a smaller 

square, usually a 1/4 of the block. 

Then proceed to cut parallel slices 

from the cut edges; this can be done 

from both edges that have been cut. 

This ensures that everyone gets 

around the same amount of rind 

with each slice. 

Round cheeses with a rind are cut 

radially from the center, like pie. 

This again ensures that everyone 

gets an equal amount of rind. Log-

style cheeses are sliced like ham. 

Desserts can be eaten with a fork, 

spoon or both Continental style. 

When eating desert with both the 

fork and spoon the spoon is in the 

right hand and the fork in the left. 

Use the spoon as the instrument to 

bring the food to your mouth. If 

choosing only one utensil to use, try 

best to match the dessert. Spoons 

are used for ice creams, sorbets and 

mousses, while the fork is used for 

pies, tarts, and cakes. 

Tidbits: 
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Cutting your meat American-style is done by holding the knife in the 

right hand to cut the food, and the fork in the left to secure the food 

while cutting.  After cutting a bite-sized piece of meat, the knife 

should rest on the top of the plate with the blade facing you.  It 

should not be placed partially on the table, while partially resting on 

the plate.  This is called “gang planking” and should not be done.  

After you rest your knife on the plate, you should then transfer your 

fork to your right hand and pick up the food with the fork (tines up) 

and then eat the bite. 

 

Cutting your meat European-style is done by holding the knife in your right hand and your fork 

in the left, just as is done in the American method.  The difference is that the fork in not trans-

ferred to the right hand.  Additionally, you do not rest the knife before you take a bite; you simp-

ly eat the bite from the fork with the tines down. True European, or Continental style is done by 

“piling” food onto the back of the fork with the knife.  It is pressed down with the knife so that it 

will not fall off, and is eaten from the back of the fork with the left hand.   

 

Many Americans use a combination of these two styles.  I usually eat meat and foods that require 

cutting in a “modified” Continental style, whereas I don’t zigzag my fork back to my right hand, 

but neither do I use my knife to press food onto the back of my fork.  Often, I will use the Euro-

pean style to eat meat, and then change my fork back to my right hand to eat the other foods that 

don’t require any cutting.  Further, if I can cut the chicken or vegetable with just my fork, I will 

do that, and eat bites, tines up, from my fork in my right hand.   

 

Here are some tips for eating with a fork and knife: 

 

• When cutting food, your index fingers should rest on the backs of the fork and knife.  Imag-

ine that the utensils are an extension of your straightened index finger. 

• Do not hold your utensils like you are stabbing something.  Don’t hold them like an ice pick. 

• When you pause during a meal to talk or pass food, the knife and fork are placed at the top 

of the plate with the blade facing you and your fork on an angle on the left of the plate; for 

Continental style, you may also cross them in the plate in an “x” pattern, fork on the left, 

knife on the right. 

• The “finished” knife and fork position is across the upper-right-hand area, or across the mid-

dle, at a downward angle.  Try to imagine the plate is a clock; place your fork and knife, ei-

ther facing up or down, at the 10 and 2 o’clock position, or at the 5:20 position. Either way, 

you should be sure they are securely on the plate, so as to not fall off when the plate is re-

moved. 

• The only exception to never letting a utensil rest partially or completely on the table is when 

you use an iced teaspoon.  It may be placed either on the used sugar packets, or with one 

edge resting on a bread and butter plate, or the dinner plate. 

Can you make the cut? 
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Eating Funny Foods 
 

Fried chicken: At home or for a casual dinner, fingers are fine unless 

your hostess or mother uses a knife and fork. At a formal dinner, you 

should use a knife and fork. 

Spaghetti: Twirl the pasta around your fork. Use a pasta spoon if one 

has been provided. 

Corn on the cob: You may eat it with your fingers. 

Pizza: You may eat it with your fingers. 

Melon: Watermelon is eaten by hand only at picnics. Otherwise use your fork and knife or a 

spoon. If a half of a cantaloupe or melon is served, use a spoon. 

Fruit served in sections: You can use a knife, fork or spoon. 

Oysters on the half shell: Pick up the shell by hand and scrape underneath the oyster with a 

cocktail fork. Bring the shell to your lips and as quietly as you can, slurp the oyster out. 

Fish with bones (or any kind of food with shells): Take out as many of the bones as possible with 

your fork and knife. If you take a bite and find little bones, push them to the front of your 

mouth with as little fuss as possible and place it onto the side of your plate either with your fin-

gers or your fork. 

Ribs: There is no neat way, but you may pick them up or use a fork and knife. 

Steak: Use your fork and knife to cut the meat away from the bone, one bite at a time. 

Asparagus: If the stalks are firm, and there is no sauce, you may eat it with your fingers.  Using a 

fork and knife is also correct. 

Buffet Dining 
 

Buffet-style dining is different than 

others kinds of serving or ways of 

entertaining, because no matter how 

beautiful or elegant, it is informal, 

and guests will serve themselves 

throughout the meal, including sec-

onds. 

 

At a buffet-style dinner, guests can 

either sit or stand to eat, and glasses 

for water and wine are placed on a 

sideboard near the buffet.  Dessert 

and coffee are served from the buf-

fet table or from a separate side ta-

ble. At someone’s home, it is ok to 

use the same plate for seconds, but 

not in a restaurant.   

 

You do not have to wait for every-

one to help himself or herself before 

you start eating; however, if it is a 

large enough buffet-style event, you 

should wait for a few people to start 

before you dig in. If you are seated 

at tables with 8 or less, you might 

like to wait until everyone at your 

table is served, that is really up to 

you.  If you are in a small, family 

setting, you should wait until every-

one has served himself or herself 

and has started to eat.  At a large 

event, you are not expected to wait 

for everyone else because your food 

will get too cold if you do.  

 

Buffet dining has been around as far 

back as in ancient Egyptian times, 

but it was brought to Europe by 

Benjamin Franklin, who was Am-

bassador to France.  Since he didn’t 

have large-enough furniture to enter-

tain the French court, he simply laid 

a board across a trestle and covered 

it with a cloth.  He had it set conven-

iently for self-service. 
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Napkin rules can be tricky.    
When you leave your napkin on your seat, that indicates that you are coming 

back.  It is placed there to “reserve” your seat.  Often, this is the way we indicate 

that a seat is taken, too, at large banquets with no reserved seating. When you see 

a napkin draped across the back or on the seat of a chair, that lets you know that 

someone else has claimed that seat for himself or herself.  Here are some simple 

rules for napkin etiquette: 

 

• If you are eating buffet-style, as soon as you are seated, unfold the napkin and place it in your lap with the 

folded edge toward your knees. 

• If you are a guest at someone’s house, or you are eating at a dinner where there is a host or hostess, wait until 

he/she unfolds his or her napkin, then do the same. 

• Use the napkin to dab your mouth, do not wipe it from side to side. 

• Leave the napkin in your lap until you are ready to leave for good- do NOT at any time place it in your plate. 

• When you are done, and ready to leave for good, LOOSELY fold the soiled napkin, and place it to the 

RIGHT of your plate.  Do NOT crumple it, and DO NOT refold it. 

• If you leave the table, and are planning to return, place the napkin in your chair, soiled side up. 

• If someone takes your napkin by mistake, don’t blurt out “Who took my napkin?”  Simply ask for another 

from the waiter. 

• Do not ever blow your nose into your napkin. 

• If you have a napkin with a ring, remove it and place it at the top left corner of your place setting. 

• Always remember to blot your mouth before you take a drink so that the glass won’t be soiled with food 

from your mouth. 

• The cover should be set with the napkins to the left or in the center of your plate.  Sometimes, unfortunately, 

places are set incorrectly.  Sometimes it is fanned, and stuck down inside one of the glasses, or worse, inside 

the coffee cup. If this is the case, take the one from the glass to your right. 

• If you drop your napkin on the floor, don’t pick it up, just ask for another one. 

No-Elbows Zone 
Keeping elbows off the table is very much ‘proper etiquette’ if you are eating; however, 

contrary to popular belief, elbows on the table is acceptable between courses or after every-

one has finished eating. If you are finished, but others are still eating, keep your hands on 

your lap or you may rest your wrists on the edge of the table. Leaning with your elbows will 

make others feel that they have to rush to finish.  

 

The ‘no elbows on the table’ rule came about from a time when overcrowding at the din-

ner table was common; it was a courtesy made out of necessity, to ensure that everyone 

would have enough room to eat. In modern times, this rule is kept because of three rea-

sons: first, hunching over is very bad for digestion, and second- having elbows on the table 

makes tipping over bowls and cups more likely.  

 

Additionally, we continue this rule of etiquette today because when the forearm and hand 

are “wrapped” around the plate is kind of a confrontational stance and therefore, is consid-

ered rude. If someone hunches over his plate, he give the appearance of “shoveling” the food into his mouth.  

Any gesture that makes eating appear aggressive indicates that the diner is not eating slowly and ‘savoring’ every 

bite; showing appreciation for a host’s culinary skill and / or company is the underlying purpose for all table man-

ners.  
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Soup’s On! 
 

“As the ship goes out to sea, I move my spoon away 

from me”.  This saying will help you remember that 

you should dip soup away from yourself, while gently 

scraping the spoon against the edge of the bowl to catch 

any drips. 

 

Here are some additional tips for eating soup: 

• The soupspoon will be on the far right of the place setting.  Don’t confuse this with a tea-

spoon which will be just to the right of the knife and to the left of the soupspoon, or with a 

desert spoon which may be above the plate. 

• A soupspoon will have either a large oval or slightly scooped, rounded bowl area. 

• To get the last drop of soup, you should gently tip your bowl away from you- then use your 

spoon in the same manner as before to scoop it out. 

• Sip, don’t slurp, your soup from the side of your spoon. 

• You should not leave the soupspoon in the soup bowl during the course or when you finish; 

instead, if there is a service plate underneath, leave it there. 

Don’t Pick Your Teeth 

in Public!  It’s Gross! 
 

Public picking of pretty much anything one can 

mention from any part of the human body is 

unacceptable, and picking teeth is actually be-

yond rudeness; it crosses over into the ‘crude’ 

category, which is actually worse than RUDE.   

 

Crude behavior: 

 

• Coughing openly 

• Talking with food in your 

mouth 

• Telling offensive jokes 

• Talking or laughing loudly in restaurants 

• Making obscene gestures 

• Being loud or annoying while using a cell 

phone 

• Wearing inappropriate clothing in public 

• Cutting in line 

• Aggressive driving 

 

To Twirl or Not? 

 
Some people twirl pasta with a fork inside of a spoon. 

While this is correct, a more “polished” way to eat it 

would be just to twirl a small amount with your fork, 

then put it into your mouth.  If a spoon is provided, 

then use it.  If not, don’t ask for one. 
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Tea, Anyone? 
 

Tea is a wonderful time to take a break from a daily 

routine, or to relax with a couple of friends.  It can be 

as formal or as casual as you like- indoors or out, for 

social or business functions.  It is great for birthday par-

ties or even for “dress-up” parties.   

 

Kinds of Tea Parties: 

 

Full Tea: A tea where 4 courses are served: bread, sa-

vory, sweet, and dessert. 

Light Tea: A lighter version of afternoon tea where only 

breads and sweets are served. 

High Tea: A tea usually held in the early evening where 

a full meal including meats is served. 

Afternoon Tea: An informal tea served at home, by the 

hostess, or sometimes offered in hotels where 3 or 4 

courses are served. 

Formal Tea: A tea where 20 or more guests are invited 

and waiters stationed at either end of a long table serve 

tea and coffee.   

Royal Tea: A tea that offers a glass of champagne or 

sherry in addition to 4 courses and tea. 

 

Tips for tea or tea party guests: 

 

• Hold the cup AND saucer near your chest, then 

take the teacup off the saucer and bring it up to 

your mouth to drink. 

• Do not leave the spoon upright in the cup; place it 

on the saucer in front of the cup. 

• Food is eaten with the fingers, unless it is messy, 

then a fork should be used. 

• If all the courses are laid out on the table, or on 

tiered stands, eat them in this order: 1. Sandwiches 

(savories) 2. Breads (scones, muffins, etc.) 3. Sweets 

(desserts). 

• To eat scones or biscuits, you can either: cut them 

in half from the top, cut them in half through the 

middle, or break off small pieces with your fingers.  

You serve jam or cream in a dollop onto your plate, 

then spread it onto the bread with your individual 

knife. Do NOT spread jam on half, then put it 

back together. 

• If the tea is hot, do not blow on the tea. Wait until 

the tea is cool enough before you drink. 

• Do NOT hold up your pinkie finger when drinking 

tea. Just hold the teacup normally. 

• Gloves are not worn to eat or drink or shake hands. 

• It is fine to use your saucer (with the cup in it) as a 

“plate” if you wish to mingle and nibble at the same 

time. 

• Do NOT heap food onto your plate or stuff food 

into your mouth. 

• After you receive your tea from the pourer, you 

serve yourself the foods. 

• Do not place your used cups, silverware, plates, or 

napkin onto the tea table- ever. There should be a 

tray or table nearby on which to place them. 

 

Tips for tea or tea party hostess:  

 

• The hostess should pour for each guest asking first 

if they want sugar and or lemon in their tea. 

• Tea ALWAYS goes into the cup first- then the sug-

ar, lemon, or milk (whole milk is served with tea 

and cream is served with coffee). 

• Hostess should fill the teacup ¾ full- never to the 

rim. 

• If the guest would like sugar, the hostess (after ask-

ing “one lump or two?”) takes the cube from the 

bowl with sugar tongs and carefully drops it in the 

cup, making sure she does not touch the tea with 

the tongs. 

• Guests take the cup from the hostess, and stir the 

cup themselves. 

• When serving beverages that do not need additions, 

such as lemonade, hot cocoa, apple juice, etc. the 

hostess still pours for each guest. 

• The hostess should provide a tray or table on which 

guest can place used items.  Soiled cups, spoons, 

etc. should not be put back onto the tea table. 

• Favors are not offered if it is a birthday (or other 

celebratory event) party where guests bring gifts. 

• Favors are not given if it is an informal, afternoon 

tea. 
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No Double  

Dipping! 
 

Double dipping (dip a chip, bite it, dip 

again) is a hideously rude habit and it is 

also unsanitary. Double-dipping  per-

meates the entire bowl with germs and 

bacteria. Even if there is no visible evi-

dence of saliva on the half-eaten chip, 

the likelihood of bowl-contamination is 

100%.  Cheese dips, guacamole, salsa, 

and the like, are a popular and appro-

priate party food that may be on the 

‘entertaining-endangered’ list because of 

their potential to become havens of 

germs by these ill-mannered, double-

dippers.  

Here are some ideas for making it 

harder for double-dippers to spread 

their germs to your food: 

 

• If you are hosting a party, be sure 

to include a small serving spoon or 

some canapé knives with the dish 

and have individual plates nearby to 

indicate that guests are to take out 

individual portions rather than 

stand nearby and dip, dip, dip 

away. 

 

• If you are in a restaurant with any-

one who is not a member of your 

family, then place a spoon in the 

serving bowl after you serve your-

self some of the salsa (or whatever) 

to indicate that everyone else is to 

get a little out on their plates.  Lead 

by exam-

ple that is 

it NOT ok 

to share 

the same 

bowl for 

dipping- 

double or 

otherwise. 

 

• If you are 

sharing chips and salsa at a restau-

rant with close, family members, it 

is not necessary to transfer salsa to 

your own plate; however, you still 

should NOT EVER double dip.  

Instead, break your chip before you 

dip it so that it will only be one bite 

for you. 

Meals for everyday or for company should 

be nutritious, delicious, and have an appeal-

ing appearance. 

 

Familiarizing yourself with the Food Pyramid 

will help you to make the right choices.   

 

Will your dinner party have a first course?  

Soup? Salad? Or another kind of appetizer? 

 

Will you have hors d’oeuvres? Will you have 

dessert? 

 

Try to imagine how the different foods will 

look together on the plate and try to imagine 

how they will taste together. 

 

See if you can think of a really great menu to 

serve to your family or to friends! 

 

Planning a Menu for your family or for a party 
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Plan a menu for your family or friends: 
 

Appetizer: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Main Course: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Side Dish: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bread: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dessert: 
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Always tell a parent if some-

thing is bothering you! Don’t 

worry if you think it might be 

rude! 

Personal Safety 
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Personal Safety which is all about knowing when it is OK to say, 

“NO” without adding “thank you” on the end.  This is all about 

learning the difference between being rude and being cautious. 

What are things that we 

can do to make ourselves 

feel safe in everyday life? 

• Knowing when it is time to 

forget our manners and get 

help! 

• Knowing when we must stand 

up for our principles even if it 

is not popular. 

• Being able to tell when 

someone is being friendly or if 

they are being nosy. 

• Always telling your parents if 

you feel that someone has 

hurt you or done something 

to you that makes you 

uncomfortable. 

• Learning how to trust 

yourself! If you feel unsure 

about something that has 

happened to you– you must 

believe that talking about it 

with a parent is NOT a 

violation of anyone’s trust! It 

is NOT rude!  Your piece of 

mind and safety is more 

important than ANY rule 

of etiquette, ALWAYS. 

• Learning what is OK to say 

on the telephone to strangers 

and what is not. 

• Learning how to answer 

“none of your business” 

questions that make you feel 

uneasy. 

 

Personal Safety 
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be willing to see that “feeling good 

later” is one of the key pieces of 

wisdom for life and that this advice 

will always serve you well! 

Integrity and Misc. 
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Integrity  is all about using restraint and the art of 

“feeling good later” instead of doing what we want to 

do RIGHT NOW. 

What kinds of things give 

us integrity? 

• Lending a hand to 

someone who needs help 

• Not saying unkind things 

about others 

• Not saying unkind things to 

others 

• Understanding that you 

don’t know everything 

• Having the ability to admit 

when we are wrong 

• Being a gracious winner 

• Being a gracious loser 

• Showing respect and love 

for our country 

• Thinking about what you 

are going to say before you 

say it 

• Treating others with dignity 

and fairness 

• Controlling your anger 

• Learning to control your 

feelings of boredom 

• Understanding that 

everyone has  something to 

offer the world 

• Having high morals 

• Learning to practice 

moderation 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Integrity 
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{Good manners} must be inspired by the good heart.  There is no 
beautifier of complexion, or form, or behavior, like the wish to 

scatter joy and not pain around us– Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Personal integrity is simply 
the ability to use personal 
restraint, or control over 
the expression of one's 
emotions or thoughts.  
Now this seems easy 
enough, right?  Let’s look 
at what this means by 
studying words that de-
scribe someone with integ-
rity. 
Often, having integrity 

means that you do or 
don't do something now 
to feel good later. 
 

Care 
Friendliness 

Playing by the rules 
Fairness 

Good citizenship 
Welcoming 

Trustworthiness 
Self-control 

Politeness 
Listening 
Sincerity 
Kindness 

Consideration 
Respect for others 
Respect for self 
Lending a hand 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

Integrity 

Accountability 

Responsibility 

Principles 

Honesty 

Morality 

Refusal to lie, cheat, or de-
ceive in any way; trustworthy 

Personal ethics, or set of 
standards (rules of conduct) 
that are the most basic part of 
a set of rules 
 

from the Latin “moralitaser” man-
ner, character, proper behavior; 
and ideal code of conduct 

From the words “response” and “able”- 
means you are answerable to a duty or 
obligation which could be your princi-
ples 

Responsibility for actions, 
Latin word “accomptare” (to 
account) in Ancient Greece 
Rome a person could borrow 
money from a lender, re-
sponsible to their account 
with that party  
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No Double-

dipping! 
 

Double dipping (dip a chip, bite it, dip 

again) is a hideously rude habit and it is 

also unsanitary. Double-dipping  per-

meates the entire bowl with germs and 

bacteria. Even if there is no visible evi-

dence of saliva on the half-eaten chip, 

the likelihood of bowl-contamination is 

100%.  Cheese dips, guacamole, salsa, 

and the like, are a popular and appro-

priate party food that may be on the 

‘entertaining-endangered’ list because of 

their potential to become havens of 

germs by these ill-mannered, double-

dippers.  

Here are some ideas for making it 

harder for double-dippers to spread 

their germs to your food: 

 

• If you are hosting a party, be sure 

to include a small serving spoon or 

some canapé knives with the dish 

and have individual plates nearby to 

indicate that guests are to take out 

individual portions rather than 

stand nearby and dip, dip, dip 

away. 

 

• If you are in a restaurant with any-

one who is not a member of your 

family, then place a spoon in the 

serving bowl after you serve your-

self some of the salsa (or whatever) 

to indicate that everyone else is to 

get a little out on their plates.  Lead 

by exam-

ple that is 

it NOT ok 

to share 

the same 

bowl for 

dipping- 

double or 

otherwise. 

 

• If you are 

sharing chips and salsa at a restau-

rant with close, family members, it 

is not necessary to transfer salsa to 

your own plate; however, you still 

should NOT EVER double dip.  

Instead, break your chip before you 

dip it so that it will only be one bite 

for you. 

Meals for everyday or for company should 

be nutritious, delicious, and have an appeal-

ing appearance. 

 

Familiarizing yourself with the Food Pyramid 

will help you to make the right choices.   

 

Will your dinner party have a first course?  

Soup? Salad? Or another kind of appetizer? 

 

Will you have hors d’oeuvres? Will you have 

dessert? 

 

Try to imagine how the different foods will 

look together on the plate and try to imagine 

how they will taste together. 

 

See if you can think of a really great menu to 

serve to your family or to friends! 

 

Planning a Menu for your family or for a party 
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Trick or Treat Manners for Kids: 

 

-Always say “please” and “thank you” when you approach a house to ask for candy. 

-DO NOT go to houses which have the front porch light off. Remember: Light on= 

yes. Light off=no. 

-Don’t be obnoxious by purposely scaring small children just to make them cry.  

-Let smaller children receive candy first.  

-Do your trick or treating before 9 pm. 

-If you are a child, DO NOT trick or treat without a costume. RUDE, RUDE, 

RUDE. 

-Never, ever throw candy wrappers in someone’s yard! 

-Stay on the walkway! DO 

NOT cut through the yard. 

-Don’t carry dangerous 

props such as real knives, 

swords, etc. 

-Don’t step on anyone’s cos-

tume if it drags the ground. 

-When someone opens the 

door to give you candy say, 

“Trick or Treat!”  

-Try not to “gobble up” your 

candy so much so that you 

become sick. 

-Always go to the front door 

of a house. Never go to the 

back! 

-Don’t go trick or treating if 

you are over the age of 14. 

-DO NOT give any of your 

candy to someone’s pet. 

-Always carry a flashlight so 

that cars can see you. 

 

Halloween Manners 
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The term toast, as in 
drinking to one's 
health, comes from the 
literal practice of drop-
ping a piece of toast in 
your drink, though we 
no longer do that today.  
 
Traditionally,  wine or 
champagne is used for 
toasting but any kind of 
drink, including spar-
ling grape juice or wa-
ter, can be used.  
 
A toast is a ritual during which a drink is taken as an expression 
of honor or goodwill. A popular subject for toasts is to good health. 
 
Proust– German for “to your health.” 
Skoal– Swedish for “your health.” 
“Here’s to your good health and your family’s good health , and may you all live 
long and prosper.”- Washington Irving   
 
Toasts are generally offered at times of celebration or commemoration including 
holidays such as New Year's Eve, and other occasions including retirement celebra-
tions, housewarming parties, births, weddings, anniversaries, birthdays, etc. 
  
The person honored (who is receiving the toast) should neither stand nor drink, but 
after the toast should rise to thank the one who has offered the toast and take a 
drink. The exception to  this is if the toast is being made to a group such as a team 
or a graduating class; in this case, everyone should take a drink.   
 
As tempting as it may be, when a toast is made, glasses are always raised for a 
toast, but should not be clinked.  
 
 

Here’s to you! Making a Toast 
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